Atlas Lite

Simple and effective

Trusted Solutions,
Passionate People®

Atlas Lite

The Atlas Lite from Invacare is a simple wheelchair that’s made from strong lightweight steel
and capable of supporting loads of up to 120 kg. Added to that, it’s easily adjustable to maximise
your patient’s comfort and easily transportable with quick release rear wheels. What’s more,
it’s available at a competitive price. So if you’re looking for a straightforward wheelchair that’s
practical, economical and convenient, then look no further than the
Atlas Lite.

Getting around

Easy to transport and store

Sit in comfort

The overall mobility of a
wheelchair is essential, that’s why
the Invacare Atlas Lite is easy to
maneuver, while being pushed or
self-propelled, indoor or outdoor.
It even remains mobile in tight
spaces or crowded areas because
of its small dimensions and
compact frame, proving that its
size is never an issue.

Being light weight, compact,
and with quick release rear
wheels, the Atlas Lite is very
easy to handle, transport and
store. Simply take off the
rear wheels, pack it up and
reassemble it.

At Invacare, comfort is imperative
in the design of our products. That’s
why the Atlas Lite also comes as
a configurable version with a 30°
reclining backrest and elevating
legrests, so that you can optimise your
patient care.

Features and options

➀

➁

➂

Transit version

Folding backrest

Hub brakes

Armrests

With 30° reclining
backrest and elevating
legrests.

Reduce overall height
for storage and
transportation.

Attendant operated,
including push to lock
brakes.

➀ Sport, ➁ desk fixed or
height adjustable and ➂
full length fixed or height
adjustable.

Features and options

➀

➁

➂

Rear wheels
➀ 24” spoked wheels (pneumatic or solid tyre), ➁
24" plastic wheels (pneumatic or solid tyre) and ➂
12” wheels (pneumatic or solid tyre).

Fully equiped version

Headrest extension

Includes drip stand, anti-tippers and cane holder.

Headrest

Toilet seat

Fixed on the backbrace
and adjustable in height.

Dual handrim version
Ideal for hemi users. Can be mounted on right or left
side.

Plastic table tray

Elevating legrest
Adjustable in angle from
0° to 90°.

Technical data
For more comprehensive pre-sales information about this product, including the product’s user manual, please see your
local Invacare website.

Invacare Atlas Lite

Seat width

Seat depth

Seat angle

Seat height

Backrest angle

Backrest height

Front frame
angle

380 / 410 / 430
/ 450 / 480 mm

420 mm

3°

485 / 510 mm

8° / 10° /
0° - 30°

420 mm

80° / 0° - 90°

Length of
footrests

Armrest height

Driving unit
width

Total width,
folded

Total length inc.
Footrests

Total length
without footrests

Total height

420 - 500 mm

220 mm

Seat width
+ 205 / 235 mm1

290 /
320 mm1

1150 mm

780 mm

Max. Safe slope

Radius

Max. User weight

Total weight

Mass of the
heaviest part

18,5°

870 mm

120 kg

15,5 kg

9 kg

Invacare Atlas Lite

Invacare Atlas Lite

1.

920 - 965 mm

With hub brakes

Frame colours

Upholstery

Chrome

Silver Grey
(RAL 9006)

Bordeaux
(RAL 3005)

Green
(RAL 6004)

Black
(RAL 9005)

Please notice colors may vary slightly from those displayed above.
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Scan here to access
the website.

